Introduction
The problem of explicitly finding a free resolution, minimal in some suitable sense, of a module over a polynomial ring is solved in principle by the algorithm of Hilbert [H] . However, this algorithm is of enormous computational difficulty. If the module happens to be finite dimensional over the ground field, and if the module structure is given by specifying the commuting linear transformations induced by the indeterminates, then a little-known result of Scheja and Storch, resumed in Sect. 1, allows one to write down an explicit free resolution of the right length without computation. The same idea can be used for many CohenMacaulay modules (Example 1.1). But although the Scheja-Storch resolution is minimal in some cases, it is not minimal in the main case of interest where the module is a factor-ring of the polynomial ring and not the ground field itself.
It is the goal of this paper to write down a universal resolution for certain factor-rings which is minimal in some cases of interest. We obtain in particular a free resolution, over a polynomial ring, for any affine Cohen-Macaulay ring (Example 3.3) , and the resolution is minimal in a suitable sense if the ring has (locally at some point) minimal multiplicity for its embedding dimension; the cases of main interest are perhaps the 2-dimensional rings with rational singularities (Sect. 4), and the ("relatively Cohen-Macaulay") total space of the versal deformation of a ring of the form k [xl, ...,x,] /(x x ..... Xr) 2 (Example 3.1).
We now describe the situation in which we work, beginning with the leading special case (all rings in this paper are commutative and associative, algebras have a unit element 1):
Let R be a ring, and let A be an R-algebra which is finitely generated and projective as an R-module, with R ~-R. 1 C A. Since 1 is locally part of a minimal system of generators of A as an R-module, we may write A = R~E (as R-modules) for some finitely generated projective module E. Given the decomposition above, there is a natural epimorphism from the symmetric algebra S: = S(E) = ~'. SkE to o k A, which is an isomorphism on R~E = So(E)~)SI(E)C S.
More generally, suppose that E is a finitely generated projective R-module and A is any factor-ring of S(E) such that for some l>= 2 the induced map
is an isomorphism. Our main result (Theorem 3.2) gives a projective resolution of A as an S(E)-module in this case, and describes when this resolution is minimal. This is applied to affine Cohen-Macaulay rings, as indicated above, by involving the Noether normalization theorem.
Of course the simplest case of our result is that in which A ~-R [x 1 ..... x,] /(x 1 .... , x,) t as an algebra. The well-known minimal free resolution of A as an R[xl, ...,x,]-module may be described as an Eagon-Northcott complex associated to the l • l minors of the r + l-1 by I matrix X1 X2
"" Xr-1 Xr "'" 9 .. X 1 X 2 ... Xr_ 1 Xr/ or more intrinsically, by the complexes in [B-E] . The resolutions of our paper can be seen as deformations of this last. The resolution described below was originally obtained by the third author, in the setting of an explicit versal deformation of k [xl,...,x,]/(xl,...,x,) 2; he used the techniques of the generalized preparation theorem to give a direct proof of exactness. The current version of the results was subsequently obtained jointly.
The "Universal" Resolution of Scheja and Storch
As in the introduction, let R be a (commutative) ring, and let E be a finitely generated projective R-module. Let S = S(E) = ~ SkE be the symmetric algebra of 0<k E over R; for any R-module M, we write ~7/for the S-module S| For each k, there is a "diagonal" map A :
where the presence of ~ means that e~ has been left out. Given any S-module N, there is a "multiplication" map m:EQRN~N, and we may define for each k a map
as the composite
AXE| a|174174 I~m Ak_IE|
From the fact that e~ejn)= ej&ein) for all i,j and all n~ N, it follows at once that d2=0. Proof . Consider the "enveloping algebra" S=S| =S(E@E), and write E for ~| The "diagonal" map E~EO)E, given by e~(e, -e), induces a map E~S, from which we may form the Koszul complex Ks : 0--'ArEwhich is an S2projective resolution of S as an S-module under the natural augmentation S-* S.
Regarding S as an S-module by multiplication in the second component, one sees that
KN=I(sQsN.
Since 1( s is split exact as a complex of S-modules, this is exact, and gives a resolution of N as an S-module, as required.
The minimality statement follows at once because, under the given hypothesis, 6| S1E If now F is a Cohen-Macaulay module -that is with depth~y~ ..... y, § -then by the Auslander-Buchsbaum-Serre theorems F will be free over R, and Theorem 1.1 will apply. The resolution will be minimal [after localizing at (Y ~ .... , Yr + 2)= m, say] if and only if the minimal number of generators of F., as an Sin-module is equal to the rank of F over R. Example 1.2 (the generic case). Let R be a polynomial ring over Z in nr 2 variables, which we think of as forming n r by r matrices X~, modulo the r2(~)quadratic relations making these matrices commute. If F is a free R-module of rankr, we may make F into an S = R[x t ..... x,]-module by letting x~ act as X~. The theory above applies to give a resolution of this module.
Some Projective Modules and Complexes
In this section we recall from [B-E] the construction of the modules which play a role in the resolutions written down in the next section. For a treatment in the natural full generality of Schur functors, see [Las] , [A-B-W], and the works cited there, and for a slightly different construction, see [Tow] .
Let E be a module over a ring R. As before, we write A :A k § 1E~AkE| for the diagonal map of the exterior algebra, m:E| 1E---,SzE for the multiplication in the symmetric algebra, and we define d e as the composite l| k
Ak+IE| E a| ~AkE|174 ,A E|
(All tensor products in this section are taken over R.)
It is obvious from the definition that LkE = AkE and LkE =0 whenever AgE =0. with i 1 <... < is and il -~Jl <--.. -<--J~-1.
Proof [B-E] . 1) The identity map E~E induces a map
#. = S(E)| E-, S(E) ,
and we may form the Koszul complex (**) which is exact except at S(E), where it has homology R. It is easy to see that (**) is the direct sum, over all k + l__> 0, of the sequences (*)k+t-Further the sequence (*)o is 0~R-,0, accounting for the homology of (**), and thus (*)k+t for k +/>0 is exact as claimed. Now for any given k, l, we have an exact sequence
If E is projective, then all A~E| are projective, so the sequence splits, and LkE is projective too. The exactness of (*)~ for l> 1 includes in particular the exactness of
whence L]E~ SzE. (*)k+l-1 further yields short exact sequences
O~ L~+ ~ E ~ AkE| xE ~ L~E ~O,
concluding the proof of part 1).
2) Write C for the cokernel of the map
It suffices to show that in the commutative diagram 
Resolving an Algebra
For the moment, let S be a ring and G a projective S-module, of rankr+ 1, say. Proof. The proof is a computation, which we outline. From the definitions we see that one must check the anti-commutativity of a diagram of the form
On the other hand, the natural map F =SoE•S1E ~S(E)= S induces a map dp :[z=S|
where we have written n for the projection F~E with kernel Rf. Since eiej=eje i and e~_i_j= -e~_j_i, the last term is zero and the first differs by sign from the term above. In the second case, we get the following two results" e j_ i| 0) -~ ei| J _ i| i i resp.
ei | e.r _, | (f O) -~ ea_ i | (el f O). i i
Since f acts as the identity element in A, the proof is finished.
[] From Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 2.1, 2), we see that 6 induces a differential
: L tE~L t
We can now state our main result: where E=S|
If a A :L l E ~ L l is defined as above for k >_ 2, and if A ~ + 1E = O, then the complex
r ~ OA r 1 ~ 2 ~ OA ~ dA
La, e :O--~LtE-----~L l -E---* ...-'-~L t E---'*SIE ~S is a projective resolution of A as an S-module. Further, if R is local with maximal ideal m, then the above resolution is minimal (after localizing S at (m, E), say) if the product E.S l_ ~ECA is contained in mA.
Proof. Consider the short exact sequence of complexes
Considering the long exact sequence in homology associated with the parts of these complexes to the left of the vertical line, we see that there is an exact sequence
O---}L~E oA ,... oA ,LIE "~;" ,S---}A---~O,
where we have written "da" for the connecting homomorphism. Identifying L~/~ with SIE, and tracing through the diagram to identify the connecting homomorphism, we get the desired result. The minimality statement is verified by noting that under the map
the submodule AkE@St_ 1E is mapped onto LkE, and under the given hypothesis for minimality, 6| is zero on AkEt~SI_IE.
[] Example 3.1 (the generic algebra). Let
R =Z[a~j]/I,
where I is the ideal of relations that make the product law
into a commutative and associative algebra structure on F=R "+~ with unit element Co; i.e. : I is generated by the elements
Q=O
Let ECF be the free submodule spanned by e t, ...,e,. The above construction provides a minimal resolution of F as an S(E)-module. If we reduce modulo the ideal generated by all ai k for which i =~ 0 and j 4: 0, we obtain the algebra
and Lv, E reduces to P2(~) where ~ denotes the multiplication map ff~| S = S(E) =Z [xt,...,x,] . Example 3.2 (the case of an augmented algebra). Suppose that the R-algebra A is projective and finitely generated as an R-module and that A contains an ideal E with A/E~ R as algebras. Then, of course, A ~-ROE as R-modules. But E 2 C E, so E has an S(E)-module structure as well as A. In this case, the resolution of Theorem 3.2 is somewhat simpler, and may be defined by giving the short exact sequence of complexes :
,... [xl, ...,x,] to a resolution for A over S' by tensoring with a suitable Koszul complex, this yields some informations about resolutions over k [x 1 ..... x,] .
Applications to Singularities
Let k be an infinite field, k{yl, "",Yn} the formal power series ring on k, and let A be a factor-ring k{yx,..., y,}/I of dimension d and multiplicity m. Suppose that A is Cohen-Macaulay and that there exists a number 1>2 such that I C (yl .... ,y,) ' . /(ul, ..., ua)A = k{x I .... , x,}/(xl, ...,x,) An easy computation shows that two of the four singularities of Y lying over the intersection of the strict transforms of those four lines with the blown up origin Pt CX are isomorphic to and two are isomorphic to
These singularities are of the type described at the beginning of this section, but none is normal. It is easily seen that the first one is irreducible with regular normalization, and the second one is reducible with normalization consisting of two singularities of type z 2 -az = 0. Hence, by desingularizing the normalization ~" of Y, we get the following configuration of curves --2 --2 -2 -2 where the vertical lines represent nonsingular rational curves with selfintersection number -2. The horizontal curve C is a twofold cover of P1, branched at two points, and therefore it is isomorphic top r By standard methods its selfintersection number can be computed with the aid of the divisor of a meromorphic function. If one takes for instance the pullback of the function ul, the divisor looks as indicated in the following diagram (numbers denoting multiplicities):
and we get: i.e.
0=(ul).C=2(C.C)+1+1+1+ I + 2,
C 2~-" --3 .
Hence the original singularity is rational with dual graph 
